film reviews
Above the Horizon, 21 minutes, color, sound, 16 mm.
Supervised by: American Meteorological Society
Produced by: National Film Board, Montreal, Canada
Distributed by: Modern Learning Aids, New York, N. Y.,
and Universal Education and Visual Arts, New York,
N. Y. Prices on request.
Released: 1966
This film is slightly different from the other AMS sponsored films in that it focuses more on the general nature of
meteorology than on a specific topic. The film begins with a
brief sequence regarding a research project involving lightning frequency and intensity in seeded and unseeded storm
clouds. The film progresses through a brief consideration of
energy as a cause of atmospheric phenomena. The viewer is
then shown some examples of severe weather's effect on
man, and hurricane hunters examining and studying one
severe weather phenomena—hurricanes. Model situations are
then shown in which scientists are trying to duplicate atmospheric phenomena on a small scale, which leads to a more
familiar model, the weather map. Finally, the film provides
sequences of data gathering from the weather modification
research project shown briefly at the beginning of the film.
The theme throughout the film is "Why do meteorologists
involve themselves in these kinds of activities?" The film
indicates that better prediction and, perhaps, control of
some of these atmospheric phenomena are the goals involved.
The old expression that "everybody talks about the
weather, but nobody does anything about it" is mentioned
to contrast it with the filmed examples of weather modification efforts. There are excellent time-lapse sequences in the
film, as well as some beautiful footage showing solar storms.
The film is quite up-to-date in that it has some satellite pictures of the atmosphere and emphasizes the use that atmospheric scientists are making of data gathered through the
space program. The film illustrates physical models such
as the "circulation" dishpan experiment, and the use of
mathematical models and computers. The skillful blending
of mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry, oceanography,
etc., into the atmospheric sciences provides a real strength
for the film by illustrating the interdisciplinary nature of
meteorology.
It is difficult to distinguish between the real world pictures
and animation about one-third of the way through the film.
This raises the question of whether an audience will know
if the aurora pictured in the film is actually the way an
aurora appears or whether it is an animated view of it. The
narrator does not provide any clues to answer this question.
This film would be excellent for upper elementary students
through introductory college students either as an introduction to the study of atmospheric science or as a partial review
at the end of the course. It can serve as an excellent film
for lay audiences who know very little about the subject of
meteorology other than what they have seen on television.
Above the Horizon should also serve to interest students
in a career in the atmospheric sciences.—John F. Thompson.
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Planetary Circulation of the Atmosphere, 27 minutes,

black and white, sound, 16 mm.
Principal Scientist: Raymond Hide, Meteorological Office,
England
Produced by: Educational Development Center, Newton,
Mass.
Distributed by: Modern Learning Aids, New York, N. Y.,
and Universal Education and Visual Arts, New York,
N. Y. Prices on request.
Released: 1968
Of all the aspects of meteorology one might be called upon
to explain, one of the most difficult is the circulation of the
atmosphere as a whole. In this film, Raymond Hide has
made expert use of laboratory devices to demonstrate what
makes the global atmosphere operate in the way it does.
To set the stage in regard to scales of phenomena, the film
opens with clips of violent weather as we experience it, and
progresses through a picture of a cloud, to a satellite picture of cloud systems, to a description of the circulation pattern on a hemispheric upper-level chart. The narrator next
shows simplified trade winds and temperate-latitude westerly
surface winds sketched on a globe; then, on another globe,
the corresponding circulation at the 10-km level. One is thus
able to see that the tropical circulations are distinctly different not only at the Earth's surface, but also aloft, from the
wavelike patterns that characterize the temperate and higher
latitudes. Side-by-side presentation of the two globes illustrates the proposition that the atmosphere is a giant "airconditioner" with circulations that warm the subpolar regions and cool the tropics.
Having demonstrated what the circulation looks like, Prof.
Hide poses three basic questions:
1) What is the source of the heat?
2) What is the driving force?
3) What shapes the circulation?
Following a demonstration that the low latitudes receive
more heat per unit area than do the high latitudes, the
question is asked, is there a connection between the heating
differential and the driving force? In partial answer, the
narrator uses a tank with tracer-filled fluid to show that differential heating establishes a circulation involving horizontal branches between, as well as vertical branches in the
neighborhood of, the heat sources and sinks. By means of a
thermistor moved about in the fluid, it is shown that the
rising branch is warm and the descending branch cold, and
that there is a systematic temperature change along the connecting horizontal branches. This brings out the fact that it
is "gravity at work" that maintains the circulations between
the regions where the fluid expands and rises upon heating,
and where it contracts and sinks upon cooling.
This principle having been established, the narrator proceeds to demonstrate the influence of the Earth's rotation.
The most effective device employed here is a toy gun
mounted on a turntable; the projectile is seen to deflect to
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right of a straight line when the turntable rotates counterclockwise.
Next, the hemispheric circulation is simulated by means
of a ring of fluid confined between an inner core (cooled)
and an outside cylindrical wall (heated). In the non-rotating
case, we are shown that the flow at the top is toward the center, consistent with rising motion in the heated and sinking
motion in the cooled regions. Then when the apparatus is
rotated, we see that the motion becomes wavelike, with a
"jet stream" meandering between the inner and outer walls.
Immersion of a thermistor in the fluid, and presentation of
the rotating annulus picture alongside the thermograph
trace, shows that the "quiet regions" are cold on the inner
side of the jet stream), or warm (on the outer side), with a
strong variation of temperature across the stream itself. It is
concluded that the meandering jet stream is a heat transporting mechanism, although the reason for this (namely, that
the poleward-moving portion of the stream is warmer than
the equatorward portion) is not elaborated.
Following the display of an upper-level contour chart to
show the similitude to waves in the atmosphere, we return
to the rotating annulus experiment to inspect the progression
of the waves. The effect of this movement is dramatized by
showing the isobars and fronts of a moving cyclone, and pictures of a snowed-in city that resulted. The experimental apparatus is then used to show how waves not only move but
change in shape. These changes, in the annulus experiment,
are very regular. A sequence using a "rotating dishpan"
might have been used to advantage at this point since this
apparatus, without the constraint of an inner wall surrounding the "pole," exhibits less regular changes that are
in some respects more similar to the atmosphere. Some ef-

fects of orographic barriers are finally shown, by placing obstacles in the annulus flow.
The narrator wisely avoids the traditional textbook discussion that starts with a one-cell meridional circulation,
then attempts to explain why there are in fact three. This
generally unconvincing discussion is replaced by a demonstration, which shows that where rotation about the vertical
is slow (as in low latitudes) a steady symmetrical meridional
cell predominates; while when it is fast (as in higher latitudes) wave motion predominates. This demonstration, which
is rather clearly related to the trade-wind cell and higherlatitude waves shown earlier, will make sense to a student
when the three-cell circulation will not.
The influence of radiative cooling, as a concomitant to
heating, is not discussed; nor is the fact that the sinking of
cold and the rising of warm fluid, so nicely demonstrated by
the experiments, transports heat upward. If these can be
considered omissions, they are more than compensated by
adequate treatment of the points that are made.
The pace of presentation is deliberate, with adequate time
for absorption of the principles involved. The demonstrations were carefully laid out, and effective use is made of
playbacks that link different parts of the discussion. Use
of controlled experimental apparatus allows a progressive
addition of factors relevant to the global circulation. Prof.
Hide's words are carefully chosen and clearly enunciated;
explanation is made only when needed, so that the viewer
is not distracted by a flood of elaborate description. The
film will be a useful device for instruction of high school
and college students, and does not presume more than a
basic grasp of physical principles.—Chester W. Newton.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
THIRD CONFERENCE ON AEROSPACE METEOROLOGY
Through a cooperative effort of the American Meteorological Society, the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the Institute of Environmental Sciences, the Third Conference
on Aerospace Meteorology was held from May 6-9, 1968 in New Orleans, La. This interdisciplinary
conference afforded an opportunity for engineers to present their analyses of interactions of the atmosphere with aerospace systems, and for meteorologists to present advancements in their understanding and description of the atmosphere, to aerospace design engineers and operational personnel.
The Proceedings represent papers in the following areas:
Environment Considerations in Aerospace Program
Sensing the Aerospace Environment
Wind Profiles—Measurement Systems and Studies
Low Level Winds and Wind Measurement Studies
Atmospheric Modeling and Spacecraft Interactions
Wind Profiles—Aerospace Vehicle Applications
Simulation Problems and the Aerospace Environment
Problems of Seeing Through the Atmosphere and Sound Propagation
Upper Atmosphere (30km) Variability
Aircraft Environment Interactions and Atmospheric Turbulence
Price: $20 nonmembers
$15 A M S members
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